
Drivers Swivel Basic Fitting Guide

For Vehicles:

● Peugeot Expert K0 / Traveller (2016+)
● Citroën Jumpy / Dispatch  / Spacetourer (2016+)
● Toyota ProAce (2016+)
● Opel Zafira Life (2016+) / New Vivaro (2019+)

Fitting Diagram:

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0273/3011/7685/files/montage_CBTO22G2_pilote_indice_C.
pdf?v=1594641956

Instructions

1. Remove all easily accessible plastic casings around the seat base and handbrake.

2. Remove the 4 star screws fixing seat to base and unplugged connector under seat (seat
belt indicator?). Front right one particularly difficult to get good leverage on so be careful not
to strip the head.

3. Now with the seat off, remove the remaining plastic casing around the hand brake. You
can see now how the hand brake is mounted on the box on the outside of the seat base.
Remove nuts and bolts fixing it on and keep safe - you have to use these to re-fix. There is
no need to remove handbrake cable.

4. Remove bolts connecting base to floor - again keep to re-fix later. There are now four
cylinder holes where the base drops in hence the 4 'feet' that come in pack.

5. After putting together the new base, drop it into the 4 holes, replace bolts and then put
handbrake assembly back in the 'box' and reconnect.

6. Now connect the turn plate to the base. All straight forward apart from the middle fixing on
the lever side. When connected with the nut under and bolt head and washer on top the turn
plate doesn't clear it as the lever mechanism gets stuck against it so put the washer on the
underside with the nut. Then the lever mechanism will clear the nut head.

7. On the instructions it says to cut off the 2 lugs on the seat sliders. On my seat there was
one 'lug' as such on the left underside of the seat. It was about 70mm long. It’s metal so use
a hacksaw to remove it. There is a hole on the top turn plate which lines up with so no need
to attempt to file it flush, you can leave about a 10mm stub on it that sits in the hole on the
turn plate fine.

8. So now the 4 connections to put the seat onto the base and reconnect the cable to the
seat.

9. Final part was attempting to put some of the plastic casing back over the handbrake. The
main casing pops on fine but rest may either need to be left off or modified.
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